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The Hunny Pot Cannabis Co., located at 202 Queen Street West in Toronto, was the first 
and only legal cannabis retail store to open its doors in Toronto on April 1, 2019. After 
being notified in early March of The Hunny Pot’s approval of its retail license to be one 
of the first legal cannabis retailers in the city, Blue Door was engaged to strategize, 
develop and execute a comprehensive media relations plan for the opening of the store 
on April 1. With a quick timeline and eagerness to emerge into the cannabis industry, 
our team rolled up our sleeves and began our work. 

Post-opening, Blue Door was utilized for not only public relations services, but also 
for digital marketing and content creation. Our agency was tasked with maintaining 
relevancy in a competitive space as Ontario welcomed 75+ new stores, and helping the 
brand to navigate the complicated laws around cannabis marketing. We needed to think 
creatively, strategically, and continue to position The Hunny Pot as thought leaders in the 
cannabis retail space. We supported the store in building a brand that was elevated and 
welcoming, helping to reduce the stigma surrounding the cannabis industry.
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THE SOLUTION 

As a truly newsworthy opening, Blue Door understood the need for access amidst the high volume of media 
inquiries. All eyes were on The Hunny Pot. Blue Door worked with spokespeople Hunny Gawri, Owner of The 
Hunny Pot and  Cameron Brown, Communications Officer for The Hunny Pot, providing a two-day intensive media 
training session where we developed key messaging for upcoming media interviews. 

We were available and transparent with all media, allowing access to The Hunny Pot in a controlled and strategic 
manner. 

After opening, Blue Door looked ahead to proactively strategize our initiatives for The Hunny Pot. Our strategy 
included: 

• Sharing thoughtful and insightful stories with media, offering interviews when needed 

• Connecting The Hunny Pot with strategic partners outside of the cannabis space to ensure we were speaking 
to different audiences and helping to reduce the stigma around cannabis 

• Submitted Hunny Pot spokespeople for panelist opportunities at industry-leading expo’s in Canada 

• Monitored all media mentions, ensuring we were able to stay ahead of any industry crises 

• With limited access to digital advertising due to tight industry regulations, Blue Door needed to think 
creatively when building out social content. We developed a comprehensive digital strategy highlighting our 
three pillars of education, products, and The Hunny Pot experience. 

• We planned and executed beautiful content including images, videos, and motion graphics. 
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• Developed comprehensive communication to government bodies as new stores opened in each city

• Drafted both internal and external communications for any updates

• Provided advice and counsel on strategic next steps for openings

CAMPAIGN SERVICES 

• Strategic Partnerships 

• Media Relations 

• Media Training

• Crisis Communications 

• Content Creation 

• Social Media Management 

View Instagram account here.

https://www.instagram.com/thehunnypotcannabisco/?hl=en
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THE RESULTS 

The Hunny Pot Cannabis Co. is one of the most recognizable cannabis stores in Ontario. As the only store to open 
in Toronto on April 1 and the extremely positive media coverage from opening day, The Hunny Pot has created 
a name for themselves in a very new industry. They are known as leaders in the space and great partners to the 
media. 

Notable media stories were covered from outlets including National Post, Toronto Star, Globe and Mail, CTV News, 
City News, Financial Post, BNN, and more.  Since opening, Blue Door has secured over 250 media hits to date. 

With zero ability to utilize paid digital advertising, Blue Door created exceptional content to capture users attention. 
Since creation, The Hunny Pot has gained over 6,000 Instagram followers and engagement levels have increased 
month over month. 

The Hunny Pot recently opened its second location in Burlington and plans to open 5 more stores across Ontario 
in 2020. Blue Door continues to be an asset to The Hunny Pot and will help to open all new stores this year. 


